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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SHOOTABILITY ACCELERATED: The 2016 ELITE IMPULSE™
Speed without Compromise and “Shootability” without Sacrifice
West Henrietta, NY (October 9, 2015) – ELITE Archery introduces the most advanced bow they
have ever engineered– the new for 2016 Impulse™.
A proctor of pulse-raising performance, the 2016 ELITE Impulse™ series delivers speed without
compromise and “Shootability” without sacrifice. Nearly a decade of product innovation has led
to the design of the next generation of ELITE bows, which combine a smooth shooting and
stable platform with ultra-swift 340fps+ I.B.O. speeds.
Improving the aesthetic and performance of the Impulse™ series is a new open-geometry 6061
T6 aluminum riser designed to distribute load over a greater surface area and improve torsional
rigidity. The result of ELITE’s exclusive Riser Cage™ design is reduced torque at full draw and
a riser that’s dead in the hand, plus up to 30% stiffer than comparable riser concepts. The Perfect
Alignment Limb System limb pocket, also new for 2016, provides a strong foundation for
exceptionally balanced and forgiving shooting on the Impulse Series bows. Through a simple yet
sophisticated solution, ELITE engineers have developed a way to increase limb alignment by
restraining the limb in place with two tabs that directly translate downward limb pressure into
balanced horizontal limb alignment. This system helps maintain extremely tight stack tolerances
to provide consistent riser, cam and limb alignment abolishing accuracy-robbing inconsistencies.
Premium Winner’s Choice strings and cables constructed with industry-leading BCY-X material
tie together the power-packed Impulse™ 2-track cam system, slashing arrow hang time while
deploying attention-grabbing accuracy. The cams, modules, cable rods and limb pockets are
coated in ELITE’s ultra-matte and ultra-durable PRO KOTE™ finish to perfectly compliment
the Realtree Xtra®, Realtree Max 1®, Realtree AP® Snow, Ninja Black and new for 2016
KUIU® Vias and KUIU® Verde camouflage patterns. Impulse 34 models will also be available
in new for 2016 matte-finish target colors Titanium, Pink, Purple, Red, Orange, Blue and Green.
Each will include the increasingly popular ELITE target grip.
“For several years we have been challenged to build a faster bow that still maintained the smooth
drawing stability and Shootability shooters expect from ELITE. We took all the positive things
from our best bows and merged them into the 2016 Impulse. The addition of a stiffer riser and a
new pocket system, combined with our new cams, generate speed, stability, accuracy and
Shootability into one great-looking package that’s perfectly designed for anyone looking to up
their archery game,” stated ELITE Archery President, Eric Griggs

Impulse series bows are offered in a both right and left handed models in a wide range of draw
lengths and are available in 40, 50, 60, 65, 70 and 80 peak-draw weights.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Axle-to-Axle
I.B.O. Speed
Brace Height
Mass Weight
Draw Lengths
Draw Weights

Impulse 31
31”
up to 343 fps
6”
4.2lbs
26”-30”*
40,50, 60, 65, 70, 80

Impulse 34
34”
up to 340 fps
6”
4.4lbs
27”-31”*
40,50, 60, 65, 70, 80

*Available in half-inch increments

MSRP: $999.00
ABOUT ELITE ARCHERY
Established in 2006, Elite Archery is a high-end compound bow company based in Henrietta,
New York. Elite’s line of compound bows consist of two-track binary cams with the efficiency
that’s to be expected from a high-energy cam system, but with the smoothest draw cycle
available.
For more information, visit www.elitearchery.com, like us on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/EliteArchery, follow us on Twitter at www.twitter.com/Elite_Archery or
follow us on Instagram at www.instagram.com/elitearchery/.
Please direct all media inquiries to The Outdoor Group’s Director of Marketing, Mike Wiseman,
at mwiseman@togllc.com, or VP of Corporate Communications, Tim Kent, at tkent@togllc.com

